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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you very much for inviting us to this event, what we are going to talk about today are a few examples of consumer trends and how companies are reacting to some of those trends with innovative products and ideas, but also how we as a research company are reacting to this and how we can assist clients. 
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“Remind me what 
is research for? I 
think I forgot…”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s refresh our minds a bit to understand what research actually is. 
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The definition of Market Research
Definition of Market Research
Market Research is a systematic, objective collection and analysis of data about a particular target market, competition, and/or environment. It always incorporates some form of 
data collection whether it be secondary research (often referred to as desk research) or primary research which is collected direct from a respondent.
The purpose of any market research project is to achieve an increased understanding of the subject matter. With markets throughout the world becoming increasingly more 
competitive, market research is now on the agenda of many organisations, whether they be large or small.
The Market Research Process
To conduct market research, organisations may decide to undertake the project themselves (some through a marketing research department) or they might choose to commission 
it via a market research agency or consultancy. Whichever, before undertaking any research project, it is crucial to define the research objectives i.e. what are you trying to achieve 
from the research? and what do you need to know?
After considering the objectives, Market Researchers can utilise many types of research techniques and methodologies to capture the data that they require. All of the available 
methodologies either collect quantitative or qualitative information. The use of each very much depends on the research objectives but many believe that results are most useful 
when the two methods are combined.
Quantitative Research
Quantitative research is numerically oriented, requires significant attention to the measurement of market phenomena and often involves statistical analysis. For example, a bank 
might ask its customers to rate its overall service as either excellent, good, poor or very poor. This will provide quantitative information that can be analysed statistically. The main 
rule with quantitative research is that every respondent is asked the same series of questions. The approach is very structured and normally involves large numbers of 
interviews/questionnaires.
Perhaps the most common quantitative technique is the ‘market research survey’. These are basically projects that involve the collection of data from multiple cases – such as 
consumers or a set of products. Quantitative surveys can be conducted by using post (self-completion), face-to-face (in-street or in-home), telephone, email or web techniques. 
The questionnaire is one of the more common tools for collecting data from a survey, but it is only one of a wide ranging set of data collection aids.
For further detailed information about quantitative research please click here.
Qualitative Research
Qualitative research provides an understanding of how or why things are as they are. For example, a Market Researcher may stop a consumer who has purchased a particular 
type of bread and ask him or her why that type of bread was chosen. Unlike quantitative research there are no fixed set of questions but, instead, a topic guide (or discussion 
guide) is used to explore various issues in-depth. The discussion between the interviewer (or moderator) and the respondent is largely determined by the respondents' own 
thoughts and feelings.
As with quantitative techniques, there are also various types of qualitative methodologies. Research of this sort is mostly done face-to-face. One of the best-known techniques is 
market research group discussions (or focus groups). These are usually made up of 6 to 8 targeted respondents, a research moderator whose role is to ask the required questions, 
draw out answers, and encourage discussion, and an observation area usually behind one way mirrors, and video and/or audio taping facilities.
In addition, qualitative research can also be conducted on a ‘one on one’ basis i.e. an in-depth interview with a trained executive interviewer and one respondent, a paired depth 
(two respondents), a triad (three respondents) and a mini group discussion (4-5 respondents).
For further detailed information about qualitative research please click here: 
Using Market Research Data
After compiling the data, Market Researchers evaluate it and make conclusions and recommendations to their client or employer based upon their findings. They provide an 
organisation's management with information needed to make decisions on the promotion, distribution, design, and pricing of products or services – information that meets the initial 
research objectives.
Further Information
If you require further information related to market research, then how about posting your question on our market research forum? It is very easy to use, it can be accessed by 
clicking here: forum - all you need to do is select your topic area and then click on post new topic. You will be asked for your email address but this will not appear on the site 
and will not be passed onto anyone else.
Support MRP
If you are interested in hearing about other research resources that are added to the site please sign up to our free quarterly newsletter. All you have to do is let us know your 
name and email (under ‘join our newsletter’ on the left). Please rest assured that your details will not be passed onto other third parties and we will not be inundating you with lots 
of emails.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wow this looks like a good bed time story, I will fall asleep right away. I’m clearly not going to read out what it says on this slide, but its obvious there is an awful lot of information and definitions of market research and how it can help brands. Of course the traditional way of doing market research is still very valid. However, in the next couple of slides I’m going to show you a few example of consumer trends and human motivations and how brands are meeting those needs of the consumer. So lets start off with consumer trends. 

http://www.marketresearchworld.net/index.php?option=com_mamboboard&Itemid=63
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Motivation
+

Trends 
= 

Relevant brands

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the next couple of slides I will share with you how a connection between trends and understanding of human motivation can lead to the creation of relevant brand. But firstly, lets start with the most important brand dialogue of all … the consumer.  How are they talking about brands today??  Here are some snapshots from around the world ..
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“Ikea is a modern, young brand, 
innovative, bold, unconventional and 

inspiring. A brand that works ‘with you’ and 
plays with your imagination, instead of 

doing things ‘for you’”. – USA

“Natura represents the Brazilian beauty, 
it is the face of Brazil. It is a company 

that does not stereotype the consumer.” 
– Brazil

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We asked our colleagues around the world to share some quotes from people they have being speaking to across a number of categories so that we could get a sense of what people are looking for in brands today.Ikea .. Appreciated for working WITH ME not FOR ME – no longer parent child but very much adult adult. I remember when I was a young boy growing up in Sweden, the trips to IKEA with my parents was purely to find either a desk or chair for my brother and myself. This has definitely changed. Natura, a skincare brand in Brazil – does not stereotype me … the desire to be addressed as an individual not just a number
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“Johnnie Walker Black Label, I 
love it because it’s the whisky 
my father used to drink... So 

even if my friends don’t like it, it’s 
the best for me.” – India

“I became an Apple 
addict quite intentionally. 
Apple is not a brand, it’s a 

lifestyle” 
- Belgium

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In India .. Personal meaning is what connects this guy to Johnnie Walker .. Not so much what his friends think And finally, Apple in Belgium: we know that people are very determined about some of the brands they follow – and then follow them with passion. Very often we see consumers owning an iphone, ipod and ipad at the same time, it’s a true lifestyle. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what does this mean?We might start to question the old paradigms of A brands versus B brands .. Of Supermarket brands, of manufacture brands … of leading brands vs challenger brandsAnd perhaps start thinking about another comparison Relevant brands vs non relevant brands, brands which keep you inside the track with the consumer vs brands which keep you outside the track…Ikea, Natura, Johnnie Walker and Apple all seem to be relevant brands to those people we were talking to.  What makes a brand relevant?  Lets look at another example ….
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The brand reinvented itself as a cultural sponge, 
soaking up and morphing itself to its surroundings”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One more great example of keeping relevant is what Absolut have done…..Think of the competition .. Smirnhoff, Grey Goose, Finlandia … and Absolut – all Vodka – and the product doesn’t get more ‘generic’ than a clear, transparent, 70% proof alcoholic drink! Absolut has set its mission. To become relevant, brand has adopted the environments it finds itself in and morphs itself – rather than imposing itself – onto its surroundings”And yes, this differentiates it from the competitors but how to make sure it is relevant. It taps into needs and trends that are meaningful to me as a person. Absolut has tapped into our need to belong, to feel connected, rooted, grounded in our home country. Change SlideA brief story about a brand who has seen its sales double in the last ten years to become the 4th biggest selling spirits brand in the world behind Smirnoff, Johnnie walker and Bacardi.  In the late 1980s, ABSOLUT VODKA launched its "Cities" advertising campaign with a wink of what makes each city special. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Every year since then, ABSOLUT has introduced a limited-edition flavor which reflects the city it represents  - ABSOLUT LOS ANGELES in 2008, ABSOLUT BOSTON in 2009, and now ABSOLUT BROOKLYN is honored as this years city-inspired portfolio. As part of ABSOLUT VODKA's commitment to supporting the Brooklyn community, the brand is donating some of the profits from the sale of ABSOLUT BROOKLYN to Habitat for Humanity - New York City, an organization dedicated to building quality affordable homes for families in need So that’s relevant brands …..
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WHAT MAKES A RELEVANT BRAND?

Does it meet 
my needs?

Is it meaningful to 
me?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what makes a brand relevant today?  What makes it ‘desired’ so that people will queue at the door, will wait on a list, will pay more for it ….Relevance is based on two things ….One, Does the brand meet my needs ... And when I say needs, we mean both functional and emotional   Colruyt :	 ‘the lowest price’ Colruyt; yet emotionally you feel smart and wise to be shopping there	Ikea:		functionally – about modern quality and value yet emotionally you still feel it is ‘Personally Inspiring’And Two, does it get me here, in the heart?  Does it tap into something that I truly care about, that is truly meaningful to me. Like with Johnnie walker .. Memories of my father; Apple fits my modern, multi-tasking, entertainment filled lifestyleThere is considerable proof that if you can improve your brands scores on both of these measures you will see a shift in your sales …. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Firstly, our starting point is the human being … we don’t specialise in trends as a company .. We specialise in what motivates people .. What people really want today. These people may on the surface look very ordinary .. Where would they shop? What would they buy?  Would they have an Ipod?We take a step back and start again with the human being? How can we improve their lives? What do Jack and Vera (these 2 people in the picture) really want? Would they want an Ipod? Would they have an Ipod? 
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Using Human Motivation 
to INSPIRE Marketing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Well maybe they would?!!!Vera would like to have an Ipod because it would make her feel young and Jack want one to keep up with his grandkids. We know there is an underlying Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers in most of our consumers – that’s where the gold is .. And that’s what we look forWe look for the real human need. We look for the why … we use human motivation to inspire marketing .. And help clients make their brands relevant



HUMAN
MOTIVATIONS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But this is not always easy .. We try to make this simple by using a human compass to guide you around human motivations.  People use a lot of different words to express their needs. So we use what we call a compass to help us understand what people meanAnd the dimensions are basically north / south .. Do I want to let go, enjoy myself without restrictions .. Or do I want to be sensible, to control myself .. Stay for an extra drink in the bar .. Go home to bed ... Cappuccino with whipped cream or skinny latte???East west is the stand out/ fit in dimension .. On the right, its about being one of the crowd, being part of a society or culture that accepts you for who you are vs the left which is about being better, being top dog, doing it ‘my way’If you want to know more about this frame, please read our trends book – but it basically outlines 8 core fundamental human needs – and our clients use this as their starting point to ensure that their brand is connecting with  something that consumer genuinely has a need for.
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How does the brand 
help me to gain status 

and respect? 

How does the brand 
help me  to put 

myself forward and 
feel unique? 

How does the brand 
stimulate, energise 

me? 

How does the brand 
help me to enjoy 
myself and feel 

cheerful? 
How does the brand 

help me to be 
optimistic and open-

minded towards 
others? 

How does the brand 
help me to feel 

sheltered? 
How does the brand 

help me to feel in 
control of what is 

happening around me? 

How does the brand
help me to find a 

trustful haven amon
people who like me

Also brands 
can be mapped 

against 
motivation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
How does this work in realityFirstly, we identify which are the most relevant and meaningful motivational territories for the client’s categorySecondly,  the client decides which route they want to go for their brand .. To make it relevantThirdly, we use the trends to help the client identify where there may be further innovations for them but specifically within the territory they have chosen.
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Marketing 

Needs

Trends

RELEVANT 
BRANDS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, to summariseWe start with motivationClient develops their marketing strategyWe identify the most relevant trends to tap intoResulting, in relevant brands
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TRENDS
2011/2012

Performance

Real time 

Core 
quality

Absolutism

Tran-
sparency

Close 
Connections 

Seamless
ness

Asceticism
Perfectionism 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s have a look at what the future of Enjoyment will be about in 2011 and beyond? 



THE FUTURE OF ENJOYMENT 

= REAL TIME

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The need to live life to the fullest, indulge in the double whipped cream of the cappucino, maximizing the pleasure I get out of life and enjoying myself without worrying about the consequences. 
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Enjoyment 
’08

Everyday pleasure

‘11-’12

?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2008 we identified that the trend in Enjoyment was all about EVERYDAY PLEASURE.   We saw that consumers were expecting at some point during the day enjoyment and pleasure in all aspects of their lives, not only in specific places such as parties and concerts or behind closed doors  but in  everyday life. So less guilt feeling about indulgence or spending too much money. And since then we have seen  An increase in sensory marketing by engaging all the senses: Singapore Airlines, Abercrombie & Fitch, Bloomingdale’s and Westin Hotels are just some examples of companies using a specific fragrance in their specific departments, aircrafts or lobby lounges. ??? What for 2011 in Enjoyment Change Slide In 2011 and beyond consumers will take this one step further and will expect those pleasures ‘real time’ when they are ‘in the moment’. Whether you are at home or on the go, you want gratification NOW  and a brand just needs to be there when you want it. 
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THE FUTURE OF 
ENJOYMENT = REAL TIME

The omnipresence of technology 
and internet access means that 
people no longer have to wait to 

get what they want. 
The future of enjoyment means 
that consumers will decide here 
and now, ‘real-time’. They will be 

looking for ’live experiences’: 
‘live’ because the brand 
experience now needs to 

function like a show, an event or 
live experience. 

Entertain me
Pop-up

Temporary
Surprise

I want it here & I want it now
Real time info & reviews

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since we are always online, the growth of mobile internet and the success of smart phone we do no longer plan. We decide impulsively that we want to go out and when traveling to an unknown city we easily find out  what is hot in town or when doing my groceries I can easily check what is missing in my fridge. People want instant gratification, live experience, real time experiences. 
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I WANT IT HERE & NOW

• People want more 
then just CSD’s in 
vending machines

• Umbrellas, mobile 
phones, shoes, 

perfumes, bikinis, 
sunglasses ... You 
can have it here & 

now !

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I WANT IT HERE AND I WANT IT NOWWhen you’re thirsty for a Coke, you go to the nearby vending machine and get your drink. Today, you can get much more than just the usual soft drink from the vending machine. Entrepreneurs are selling mobile phones, umbrellas and hair straighteners through the vending machine. The fragrance retailer Sephora started to sell fragrance via vending machines in the Metro in Paris around Valentine’s Day. The UK company Afterheels is installing vending machines with ‘comfortable flats’ in nightclubs targeted at young females for when heeled shoes start to hurt. This is just to show you a few examples on how some brands are coming up with new innovations to meet new trends. 
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REAL TIME INFO

Be informed, be entertained and converse anytime, 
anywhere.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The growth of Twitter, Facebook and FriendFeed, which allow you to engage with and comment on everything that is happening around you, is now making the live component of a brand compulsory. People will want real time info and real time reviews. The growth of mobile internet gives people the ability to converse, be informed and be entertained anytime and anywhere they want. Opinionaided is a free Iphone platform that allows users to get opinions in real-time from friends, family and the public. So no longer the need to return that pair of jeans to the shop since you get real time feedback from your beloved ones. And Veuve Clicquot introduced the ‘app-cessory’. Users are able to find out about events such as the iTunes festival, art shows, book festivals and vintage parties. And at the Veuve Clicquot polo event, the app will make sure there is a champagne glass waiting for people when they arrive, via a GPS-assisted concierge service. Baker Tweet is a technology that alerts customers via Twitter any time a fresh batch of baked goods emerges from a participating bakery’s oven. 
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THE MOBILE 
LANDSCAPE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will continue to talk a little bit about mobiles and why its becoming so important. Perhaps the data  on the following slides is not a surprise, but its still impressive numbers to think about. 
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WHY NOW ?

Global mobile penetration to reach 75% by 2011, that’s more 
than 5 billion people!

6.1 trillion SMS messages sent world wide in 2010, growing to 
10 trillion by 2013

SOURCE, PORTIO RESEARCH, ITU

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The mobile penetration is growing to impressive coverage around the world and phones are used for so much more than just talking, SMS is of course the most common used function. SMS research is  good for short simple 2-3 questions and often used in emerging markets where smart phone penetration is relatively low. We have also found that 94% of all SMS text messaging is read and that 40% is responded within one hour. 
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CELL PHONE FEATURES

SMS (text) MESSAGING

BROWSING THE WEB

PLAYING GAMES

USING DOWNLOADED APP

SOCIAL NETWORKS/BLOGS

LISTENING TO MUSIC

Phones aren’t just for calling advanced features make them more like laptops 

0 % 20 % 40 % 60 %

People who only use 
mobile phones for 

voice calls

People who use 
mobile phones for 
features other than 

voice
SOURCE, COMSCORE, US

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some more information on how phones are used by people, browsing the web, playing games etc…
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Age Demographic Profile for Mobile, Smartphone and iPad Owners
3 Mo. Avg. Ending February 2011
Total EU5 Mobile Subscribers, Age 13+
Source: comScore MobiLens

Total Mobile Smartphone iPad

Total Subscribers 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Gender
Male 49.5% 58.8% 62.4%
Female 50.5% 41.2% 37.6%
Age
13-17 6.8% 6.7% 8.2%
18-24 10.7% 14.8% 16.2%
25-34 17.3% 23.4% 23.4%
35-44 18.9% 21.8% 21.6%
45-54 17.8% 15.2% 13.2%
55+ 28.5% 18.1% 17.4%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We can also see that the demographic for mobile phones are even spread which makes it easy to have a representative sample across different age groups. 

http://www.comscore.com/Products_Services/Product_Index/MobiLens
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SMARTPHONE PENETRATION

NORTH AMERICA

WESTERN EUROPE

UK
SOUTH KOREA

ASIA PACIFIC
EASTERN EUROPE

MIDDLE EAST / AFRICA

SOUTH AMERICA

SOURCE, GARTNER ‘10

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Smart phone penetration is growing steadily and its interesting to see that emerging markets are catching up quickly with markets like Asia Pacific. 
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Synovate’s Mobile Solutions

Giving traditional research 
the kiss of life!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Synovate as a research company are meeting these demands from respondents in various ways with new mobile solutions. There are many advantages. 
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USER
SMS

A SINGLE RESPONSE SURVEY USING A 
QUESTIONNAIRE CARD FOR MULTIPLE ANSWERS 

IN ONE SMS MESSAGE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is just to show you an example of how a short SMS survey could look like, we could actually expand up to 10 questions and have the data reported in real time. Its important we get as closely as possible to the transaction of the consumers. 
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Understanding, watching the consumer 
in their living environment through new 
approaches: mobile phone diaries 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is just to show you a few examples of data collection platforms  where we can watch consumers in their living environment through mobile phones. 
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Innovation is a spirit, that 
should be at the heart of 
the company…..

AND not something to be 
outsourced…

A good research company 
knows its limits, BUT still 
can fuel the spirit… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I hope we have seen a few examples of innovative ways to reach consumers, its important that innovation is a spirit that comes within the organisation, its not something you outsource, but definitely research companies can assist you and fuel the spirit. 
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Thank you !
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